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OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY,
--LOCATED A T - -

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.
-

+--

~WENTY

minutes' ride from Columbus, the capital of the State, by the C., A. & C. railway,
-five trains each way daily. The last, or forty-sixth, year was, in every way, the most
successful in its history, with unusually bright prospects for the future. • Both sexes admitted to
the same advantages. Fine literary societies, athletic and Christian associations, ninety to
ninety-five per cent. of the students Christians. New association and gymnasium building, the
first of its kind in the State.
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Westerville, the site of the University, by means of the Columbus and Westerville electric
railway, now under contract for construction, becoming suburban to the city, and having its advantages, but not its disadvantages, is one of the most beautiful, healthful, intelligent. and moral
towns in the State, and is constantly improving. There are no saloons or other low places of
resort. The University is standard in its courses of study and faculty. Instruction thorough;
moral and Christian atmosphere unsurpassed. It offers the followin g courses:
Undergraduate :

Classical,
Philosophical,
Literary,
Normal,
Music,
Fine Art,
Business.

Graduate :

Philosophy,
Pedagogics,
Political and Social Science,
Indo~Iranian Langna~es and Comparative PhiloJOg"J',
Latin Language and Literature,
.
Greek Language and Literature,
English Language and Literature,
Mathematics.

Expenses as low as can be found anywhere for the same adva ntages a nd ..accommod ati on s .= Students admitted
at any time. Terms begin September 5, 1894, J a nuary 2, a nd March 25, 1 8 95.
For catalogues and other information ,' address t he President,

~EV. <9HOMAS

J.

SANDE~S, @H.

D.,

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.
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MEDICINE .A. S c iENcE.

REMEDIES NoN-PoiSONOus.

G. H. MAYHUGH, M.D.,
Physician and Surgeon.

Office Markley Blk.

J.

W. MERCHANT,
LOANS,

Real Estate and Fire Insurance
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Office in Weyant Block~

F. M.

WESTERVILLE, 0.

VAN BusKIRK,

Corner State and Main Sts.,
OFFICE UPSTAIRS.

D. D. S.,

S

HOUGHTON & PRICE,
DENTISTS,
Furnish to their Patrons everything known in the Art and
Science o f Modern Dentistry.
18, 19, and

20

COLUMBUS, 0 ,

Y. M . C . A . Bldg .,

D. W. COBLE:; M. D.,
Physician
and Surgeoz::t,_

}--•r

,

WESTERVILLE, 0.
D . S. SEELEY,

Residence Bank Bldg.

L. R , SEELEY.

EELEY,
EELEY &
!BEL,

Westerville, 0.

H . T, SI BEL.

-

DEALERS IN -

Call and see us when you want to buy or sell.

Oflice, Room I, Moses Block,

Be•itie11.ce Cor. State a_nd Park Sts.,

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

A. W. JONB-S, M.D.,
P1ys1cio.n o.nd Sur~eon,
Oftlce over Keefer's Drug Store. }
Residence on West Home Street,

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

@J. B. Ql.JNJI!,

ill. D.,

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon,
Oftlce and Residence,
SOUTH STATE STREET,
, CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT?

..

For a

NW'~~ ~·c~ a~goaga~g'l.<;,"J ri>f.!~\iogl:m~<;,:~

experience in the patent business. ~ommunia~t
tlons strictly confidential. A Hnudbool< of In.
f ormation concerning Patents and bow to oO.
tain them sent f r ee. Also a cat alogue of mechanical and scientific books sent free.
Patents ,ta~en thrpl) gh )llunn & Co. receive

tc~~~~r~0~~~~~h\b~i~~l;'b~~~~e1~~ e~~gn~~~fth~

out cost to the mventor. This splendid paper
issued weekly. e legantly i11ustrated, has by f ar t h6
largest circulati on of an y s cienti fi c work in
world. _$3 a :r~ar. Sam ple copies sen t free.
B,nlldm§ Edi tJOn'E:m on t bly, $2.il0 a year. Single

the

Wf.:le~Iite~ei~sCoio;:,r~~Jlm~~ro~~~~ti~~J>~~~

houses. with pJans, enabling tuild er s t o sh ow the
latest designs and secure contract s. Address
MUNN & CO., NEW YO R K, 361 BROADWAY,
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The KNOX SHOE HOUSE.

Tennis and Bicycle Shoes a Specialty.
Also Agents for the Troy Laundry,

WESTERVILJ..E, OHIO,
You are cordially invited to call on

Dr. KEEPER, The Druggist,
-FOR--

Fine

~tationery;

Tablets,

~oaps,

ALL GOODS NEW.

Choice

Family

Brushes,

Perfumes, Sponges , Select Toilet Articles,

Groceries.

Pure Drugs,
And anything in that line you may need.
Goods at Fair Prices.

Fine

Fresh and Salt Meats in
sea.-on. Pure Leaf Lard.
Home·made Mince Meat.

M. D. WATERS, Agent.

<><1

S. W. DUBOIS,
CITY BARBER.

CLOUSE & CARTER, !>o

UNDE~Tl1AI{E~S
~~ALERS FU~NIT11U~E.
IN

First-Class Workmen and 'Prompt
Attention to Business.
First Door South of Post
WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

Offi~te,

Latest Styles of Wall Paper,
Window Shades, Etc.
Picture Framing Done to Order.
Call and See Us.

North State St.

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

FOTOG RAB~S.

~------------------------------------------PERSON & WILLIAMS, 527 1-2 N. High St., Columbus, 0.
Special low rates to students. Proofs}
shown before you leave the gallery.

F()r rates see W. G. KINTIGH.
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WESTERVILLE, OHIO, SEPTEMBER, 1894.

Published the 20th of Each Mnnth of the College Year.
EDITORIAL ADDRESS :

Editor OTTERBEIN lEGIS, WESTERVILLE, OHIO.
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS:

Business Manager OTTERBEIN lEGIS, WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

F. V. BEAR ..... .... ............ ...... ....... .. ....... .. Editor in Chief
F. S. MINSHALL .. ....... .... .. .... ......... .. ........ ... Literary Editor
R. E. BOWER .. ....... ... ....... .. .................... . Exchange Editor
M. H. MATHEWS .................. ........ . ............... Local Editor
D. H. SENEFF ......... .................... ......... Business Manager
W. L. RICHER. ...... .... ....... .... ........ . .. .... Subscription Agent
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so

Cts. a Year in Advance.

Single Copies. to Cts.

Subscriptions will be contin u ed until the l'aper is ordered
stopped by the subscribPr, and all arrearages paid .
[Entered at post office, Westerville, Ohio, as second-class mail matter.]

PHILOPHRONEAN PUBLISHING CO., PUBLISHERS.
EDITORIAL.

WE thought that we had gotten rid of class
'94 forever, but when about a dozen of them
filed into chapel the other morning, clad in cap
and gown, and after services gave their familiar
yell, we began to realize how frail are human
hopes. However we could not help cheering
them in their little escapade.
THE large number of new students who have
entered this fall is the subject of general remark.
In looking over the audience at chapel exer~
cises it looks as thou gh about half of the faces
were new, and without flattery it can safely be
said that in intellig ence the new students are
m•Jch above the average of their class. This is
certainly a very encouraging feature of the
"New Otterbein," and bodes for her a high
standard of scholarship in the future.
IT is very g ratifying to see the interest which
is being manifested in the Department of Art.

No.

1.

Under the skillful tutorship of Miss Sevier, this
department was a great success last year, the
work accomplished being of a high standard of
excellence. The number of students is almost
as large at the beginning of this year as it was
during the entire time of last year, and it would
be no presumption to say that this bids fair to
be a year of unrivaled interest in this line of
culture. Miss Sevier has the love of all her
pupils, which adds greatly to her success as an
instructor.
FooTBALL practice began at the earliest opportunity. From the number who are participating it will doubtless be a matter of little
difficulty to procure a first-class eleven. The
old boys are enthusiastic and the new ones are
not much behind, judging from the way they
take hold of the sp.ort. We have the material
of which football men are made, and with
proper training we can put a team into the field
that need not fear defeat. With Markley as
manager, Stoner as captain, and Seneff as center
we will be invincible and carry victory throughO\lt the state.
THE large number of new attendants this
year gives to the professional "rider" a broad
field for operations. It is not to be denied that
a healthy rivalry between literary societies contributes much to the life and prosperity. of a
school, and that to a certain extent it should be
fostered, but there is a limit where this custom
merges from a help into a nuisance. The man
who is noted for his general usefulness to the
new boys may well be looked upon with distrust, for no man is so altogether unselfish as to
neglect his leg itimate· work for the sole benefit
of others wj thout some sinister purpose. Boys
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who are in coliege for the first time are hurried
away to a favorable environment where only
one side of the society question can be fairly
seen. It does not seem fair to rob a fellow of
the power of a free choice, simply because he
is so unfortunate as not to understand existing
circumstances. Misrepresentation is a common
feature of our riding system.
Y. M. C. A.
work, which should be held as sacred, is used
as a cloak for this system of deception, and
instead of yielding harmony in our student life,
it is made to yield distrust, and sometimes even
stnfe.
What is wanted is honesty, and a true sense
of manhood, coupled with a due respect for the
rights of others, and a due appreciation of the
fact that all new students are liable to be deceived by appearances, and should be left free
to choose for themselves. This would be meeting men on manly principle?, and would remove
the prime cause of dissatisfaction between the
members of opposite societies.
AND now comes to our ears the sad and
awful report that, after being buried for a year,
senior and junior publics are to be unearthed.
We had hoped that we had gotten beyond such
childishness, but our hopes seem to have been
in vain. We g-ot along during last year very
well without these old time nuisances and no
one was heard to regret their departure, nor to
demand their return. There is one consolation,
the junior publics will not be long, and if there
is no mistake in the tone of the senior class, their
exercises will be still shorter. It is hard to understand why, after having made a step in advance,
the school should again sink back into her old
ruts. The juniors and seniors do not enjoy
publics any more than their audiences nor are
they benefitted any more by them. These
things may do for the childhood of education
but Otterbein is old enoug h to put away childish
things.

THis is the beginning of a new life to many
who are now entering collef;; e for the first time.
There seems to be a t e n d~ ncy in. many thus

situated to get out of touch with the outside
world.
The student should remember that
while a college course is 'intended to broaden
the intellect, and to give one a foundation upon
which to build, yet unless he keeps in constant
sympathy with the great questions of the day
he will miss largely the intent of his school
work. To gather new ideas from one's studies is
fascinating to the student's mind, but to learn
their application to life is the true meaning of
development.
The mistake so often made is to take all of
the school work one can possibly carry, and to
neglect even a cursory review of the daily news.
This may be a rapid way to attain to a degree,
but it is a very poor way to bt oaden the intellect, and the student will soon find himself a
book-worm rather than a broadening, energetic
man, who is becoming able to see through and
to grapple with the great problems of life.
Study your text-books for a foundation, but do
not neglect to build upon your foundation as
soon as it is laid.
Tms year opens up a new era for Otterbein.
Relieved of her financial embarrassment she
has nothing to fear from any other source. She
has many warm supporters, and a noble faculty
of faithful instructors.
She has a splendid
record, and as faithful a body of students as
any school can boast of. There is now no
reason why the ambitious student should seek
any other college for instruction, for her future
is secured and she will ever be a true alma mater
to all of her loyal children. In the quality of
work done she has already been on a par with
all other first-class colleges of the state, and her
graduates have been able to attain to and to
hold positions which would be an honor to the
graduates of many schools bearing a higher reputation. There is still much to be done, and
especially in a financial way, but the same
energy, spirit and love which have brought her
through safely so far will certainly succeed not
only in lifting the last cent of debt, but will
g ive to her an endowment which will make her
indepen~:knt, and insure her permanency.
It

OTTERBEIN .£GIS.
is not merely a duty now of the Church to
support her oldest and best school, but it is her
great opportunity to build an institution which
will be her glory in time to come.
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT.
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It is understood that both Prof. Ebding and
Miss Rike will be heard in a public recital in
the near future.
The number of pupils already enrolled and
the general satisfaction expressed by them assure us that this department will speedily assume
the high place in college work that it should
occupy.
A Music Department whose name shall be
known far and wide, and which shall give added
luster to Otterbein's growing fame; a magnificent building adapted and devoted solely to the
needs of the department; a music hall with pipe
organ, grand piano, and seating capacity of
eight or ten hundred. These . are dreams we
may confidently expect to see realized in the
very near future, along with the many other
bright possibilities which the earnest, consecrated, energetic friends of 0. U. intend to
make realities.

No department of the college opens this year
with brighter prospects, or more certain evidences of greatly increased interest, than does
the Music Department.
It is the general
verdict that the committee in charge of this
important branch of the college work have
spared no pains in securing the best teachers
and that their choice in this regard has been
most fortunate.
Prof. Hermann Ebeling, of Columbus, who
has charge of the instrumental work, and of the
chorus and theory classes, is a man of more
than local reputation, and is a musician of rare
attainments. Besides being himself a remarkable performer, he has a rare ability to impart ADDRESS AT THE FORTY=EIGHTH OPENING OF
OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY.
his ideas to pupils and impress them with the
true meaning and beauty of music, of which so
BY PRESIDENT T. J. SANDERS.
many musicians (so-called) never dream. Besides he is a broad-minded, wide-awake and Students of Otterbein, Friends and Citizens:
energetic man, enthusiastic in his profession
With joy we g reet you and meet you on this
and full of good plans and purposes for our occasion. We heartily welcome you, one and
Music Department. He has already given a all, young and old, new students, and old
great impetus to the idea which many have students, to this opening of the college year.
cherished-of having a grand pipe organ in the The times are auspicious, the sky is bright, and
chapel, and from the amount of interest devel- as we look toward the future, we see the bow of
oped during the short time he has been with us, promise and of hope. The night is past; the day
it seems certain that it is only a matter of a is at hand; the sun has arisen in his strength,
little time until this plan will assume definite and bids us go forth to work and wait, work
shape.
and wait, transform and subjugate, transform
Miss Rike, in charge of the Department of and subjugate, look up and lift up, look up and
Vocal Culture, is the daughter of that staunch lift up, till life becomes transfigured and earth
friend of Otterbein, D. L. Rike, of Dayton. becomes our Eden.
Being thoroughly cultured and excellently fitted
W-ith a right royal welcome, as you come
for her work, she is giving the best of satisfac- from the field, the kitchen, the town, the
tion and is meeting with splendid success. crowded, noisy city, the cool, refreshing reMost of us have had opportunities of hearing treat, from counting house or sacred desk; inher sing and no one has failed to be charmed deed as you come from all the varied walks and
by her excelient voice or to note the great conditions of life, some with joy to renew old
power and sweet simplicity which are prominent friendships, others with dread and fear and
characteristics of her singing.
trembling, and all leaving loving, anxious
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hearts at home, to you all, for the forty-eighth
time in its history, Otterbein University, with
a right royal welcome, swings open its doors.
This forty-eighth year ought to be the best
in our history. It can be '>0. It will be so, if
we all do our duty fearlessly, courageously,
hopefully, prayerfully. If we all do each day
and each hour the duty, whether it be small or
great, that lies nearest to hand, it must be so,
for institutions as well as men, ''can rise on
stepping stones of their dead selves to higher
things." With a hearty good will, let us all,
teacher and taught, dedicate ourselves to this
worthy task, invoking the blessing of heaven
upon us.
Life is a boon, a rich gift, a treasure, the
richest and sweetest our F<tther can give. He
gives us life, akin to his own, and then gives us
a material w:orld filled with infinite riches and
beauty, for the development of that life. The
world is simply a great school for the education
of each man, woman, and child in it. It is the
action and reaction of mind aud matter that
gives us consciousness, and only wherl the
world _without becomes a world within, idealized and spiritualized, is the process complete. '
Worlds to conquer! Yes, worlds to conquer,
that is our·province, our mission, worlds without
and worlds within. What a. duty, what an oppottunz'ty! To conquer this · world, that hangs
upon nothing in the infinite depths of space,
and turns · upon its axis a thousand miles an
hour, and flies through space at the rate of
twenty miles a second; this world that seems
to be the place where God is working out the
great moral problem of the universe, this great,
wide, beautiful, wonderful world, what an opportunity! This ~yriad sided world has means
for the culture, growth and training of the
myriad sided mind. The world with the . infinite azure over our heads by day, and the
fleecy clouds that on it float like phantom ships;
and by night, in silent, solemn majesty, march
the heavenly hosts; the go.rgeous sunsets, that
baffle the artist and the ~nest effort at description by the masters; the ocean of atmosphere
that comes to us washed and cooled by mists

and rains and morning dews, and by ocean,
lake, river and the mountains whose peaks are
hoary with eternal snow, the atmosphere, that
bears on its bosom the song of birds and hum
of bees and the rich perfume of every clime;
old ocean, with its gray and melancholy waste,
the beautiful inland seas, the majestic rivers
and sparkling brooks; the beautiful islands that
lie nestled in the bosom of the sea, and seem
to give us visions of a fairy land, an enchanted
land; the continents, great and wide, with
every variety of soil and climate; with lakes
and rivers, mountains and plains,-these all
become for man the great theater for training
and culture, for triumph and mastery in the external and objective realm, and so, only another
name for Opportunity.
"Know thy opportunity," was the motto of
Pittacus, one of the seven sages of Greece.
This motto, with others: was inscribed on the
Delphian temple. Oh! that we might know
our opportunities and blessings while we have
them. Oh ! that we could appreciate life, the
world, our homes and friends before they are
gone, forever gone. Whittier has a beautiful
poem entitled, the ''Barefoot Boy. " The first
stanza:
·'Blessings on thee, little man,
Barefoot boy, with cheeks of tan!
With thy turned-up pantaloons,
And thy merry whistled tunes;
With thy red lips, redder still,
Kissed by strawberries on the bill ;
With the sunshine on thy face,
Through thy torn brim's jaunty grace.
From my heart I give thee joy;
I was once a uarefoot boy!"

And so on and on he goes magnifying the
simplicity, the joy, the care-free, the princely
life of the bare -foot boy, till in the last two
lines he exclaims:
"Ah ! that th ou couldst I.!: now thy joy
Ere it passes, bare-foot boy!"

Youth is full of opportunity, surrounded by
opportunity, indeed, as Emerson would say of
America, is but one other name for opportunity.
To be young, to stand in life's open door with
all its sublime and divine possibilities, to have
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life before us and not behind us, and forever
behind us, to have the fresh life- blood tingling
through our veins and throbbing through our
hearts, to stand in all the richness, the freshness,
the glory and grandeur of the morning, as the
sun in all his effulgence girds himself to climb
the eastern horizon and fill the world with light
and life, and health, and comfort, and cheer,to have life before, and not behind us, and to
be able to make choices in the light of
this fact, while it is not yet forever too late,
ah! that is OPPORTUNITY. Young lady, young
gentleman, you are to be most heartily congratulated upon the fact of your youth and the
great possibilities and opportunities that lie
before you. Accept gladly this situation;
study to know your possibilities and powers;
meet life bravely. heroically, faithfully ; transmute all its experiences into power and rise
constantly on the stepping stones of your dead
selves to higher things.
It is as true as it is trite, that this is a wonderful age, wonderful in every conceivable way.
In every department of ·human achievement
there is boundless activity. So rapid and so
varied are the changes that we are almost bewildered as we attempt to contemplate them .
When I was a student in this college, I bought
from an agent a book entitled "The Footprints
of Time" in the introduction of which are these
words: "It is our happiness to live in an age
whose master-pieces of accomplishment, in
~ci e nce, industries and commerce, put to shame
the extravagant fictions of Oriental tales and
the wonders ascribed to the gods and heroes
of ancient mythology.
"The changes produced by recent investigations and discoveries are so vast and so rapid
that it is difficult to follow them or comprehend
the power and thoroughness of the transformations that are taking place in the world around
us. The applications of steam and electricity
astonish us by their widespread influence on
the condition and relations of men ; the ease
and speed of movement and intercourse, constantly increasing, are ever putting us in new
and unfamiliar situations. We have hardly ac-
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customed our thoughts and habits to one before
we are hurried on into another. The constantly clearer and It' ore abundant light shed by
science and the press does not suffice to keep
our minds fully up to the progress that goes on
in all departments of life.
"It is plain that we have entered on a new
era, the most extraordinary and momentous
the world has ever seen. The old and imperfect is being cleared · away and everything
thoroughly reconstructed. The explanation is
that we are now setting up the grand temple of
civilization, the separate stones and pillars of
which each nation and age was commissioned
to hew and carve, and, so to speak, left in the
quarry to await the time when, all the material
being ready, the Master Builder should collect
all the scattered parts and raise the whole edifice at once, to the astor!ishment and joy of
mankind.
"All the institutions and civilizations of the
past may be considered temporary, ereded in
haste from the materials nearest at' hand, not
for permanence, but to serve the present turn
while the special task of the nation or age was
being performed. The races and ages nearer
the birth of mankind worked on the rougher
parts of the edifice, that entered into the foundations ; those grand races, the Greek and Rorrl"an, furnished the noble outline which the nations of modern Europe perfected while they
supplied what was still lacking for use and
adornment.
"America was reserved, designedly, for so
many ages, to furnish a suitable and unencumbered location for tl1e central halls and mightiest
pillars of the completed structure, Our fathers
cleared the ground and laid the foundation deep
down on the living rock, that is to say, on
Human Right. That they seldom failed to
place stone, pillar and column in just position,
the work, as we find it, proves, and we have
little to do but to clear away the rubbi~h,
beautify the grounds, and put the whole to its
proper use.
' 'We begin to see that Time, Thought and
Experience have not wrought in vain, that.

10
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Progress is not a phantom of the imag ination,
that the human race is essentially a Unit, that
it has hee.n growin g throug-h all the centuries
and is now approaching the prime of its manh oo d, just ready to enter on its special career
with its grandest work still to do. f.The energies of all the races are preparing for unheard of
achi evements. The world was never so completely and wisely busy as now, and Am erica
stands b etween modern E urope and ancient
A sia, receiving from, and giving to, both.
" Her institutions are found ed on principles so
just and so hum ane that, when administered
with due wisdom and skill, they will embarrass
and restrain the prop er activities of men at ?to
p oz"nt. Am erica stands a model which other
nations will carefully copy, in due time, as they
can adapt themselves and chan ge their institutions. It may not be a litnal copy, a servile
imitation ; but there is little doubt that our
Declaration of Independence will finally enter,
in spirit and potential influ ence, into the intimate structure of all governments. "
These words, written t we nty y ears ag o, and
true to the time, are tru e t o- day with redoubled
force and significance. Th e achievements of
twenty years ago are paled into insignificance
in the light of to-day. M en are runnin g to and
fro and knowledge is being increased. In every
department of human interest there is boundless
activity. A book in science or a rt or philosophy seems to b e out of date before its leaves
are dry from the press. Men h esitate to buy a
new gasoline stove, a sewing machine, a reap er
or mower, to heat a house, t o build an electric
car, to put up an electric light, to buy a new
book on psycl:wlogy or theology, lest, h aply,
ere these are in their hands, new and better
ones can be found.
The limitation s of space, an d time, of moun tain and sea are bein g tak en away. R ail ways
and electric wires are g irdli ng the earth. There
are no hermit nations. Th e ends of the world
are being brou ght togeth er. A ll nations are
our neighbors; and the men of all races are
our brothers. The Eng lish lang uage is becomjng a wo rld-lan ~ u a~e . I n A, P. IJ OO it was

spoken by six millions; in 1800 A. D. by
twenty millions, and in 1 9 00 A . D. will be
used by one hundred and twenty millions, a gain
in two hundred years of twenty fold. "As Roma n governm ent pacified warring populations,
so Christian powers are shutting the gates of
Jairus. Arbitration is the international law of
Pan Americc.."
Already we see the dawning of the tran scendently more glori ous twentieth century.
Each age, like the seed, is the ripe fruit of
what is past, and the life-germ of what is to
follow. Surely we are ''heir of all the ages in
the foremost files of tim e. " Surely
"We are livin g, we are d wellin g
In a grand and blissful time ;
In an age on ages te lling
To be li ving is subli me.
'-'On , let all your soul within you
For t he truth's sak e go abroad;
Strike, let e very n erve aud sinew,
Tell on ages, tell for God."

Yes, the ag e in which we live, this " grand
and blissful time," is oppo"rtunity, unparalleled
Oppo1tunz"ty.
Youn g p eople, I hail with gladness your
coming to coilege at this tim e. It means that
y ou are t o seize the opportunities and prepare
for the coming ag e.
In the Inaependent of August 2 is a bri ef but
beautiful article by Pres id ent Thwing, of the
W est ern Reserve University and Adelbert College, entitled, "College Another N arne for
Opp ortunity. " This so p erfectly suits my purpose that I quote it:
"The colleg e is another name for opp01tun£ty.
It is the doorway throug h which the y oung
man ca n walk into the treasure-hou se of humanity' s achievement£. It is the rock into
which the young man can lay the timbers of
the ship of his life, and in four y ears, fit and
eq uip it for the voyage of his career. The
college may be called less an agency than a
conditi on. It is less a p ower working for him
than a power whi ch he h imself makes powerful
for his own uses. It is opportunity. Oppor-
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tunity the college is for entering into fellowship
with the masters.
''The book opens to him this communion.
Great libraries are the tools with which he
works, the atmosphere he breatht>s. Opportunity the college is for coming into relations
with the masters of the present. No professional or other class has all great spirits. But
in the college are gathered the souls who have
ceased to worship at the altar of the forum or
of the market place, who are no longer striving
to receive the benedictions which most men are
struggling to hear. They are searching for
truth; they are seeking to inspire young lives
with the beauty of holiness; they are endeavoring to 'think God's thoughts after him.' All·
of them are making moral good an ideal, and
many of them are intellectual priests to humanity. The college means to the student
association with such men.
"It is also opportunity for the foundation of
choicest friendships. College students represent a selective process; they are, in a sense, a
survival of the fittest. The ties that are knit
among these men are the worthiest, as they are
the strongest and most lasting. They approach
the most closely to the relations of the family.
Opportunity the college provides for the beginning and growth of proper habits--physical, intellectual, ethical, spiritual, of work and of leisure,
of personal conduct and of public service. In
each of these respects the colleg e should be at
least as influential as the home. The college is
opportunity for securing the point of view for
all questions. This point, it may be said, has
length and breadth and height; it is long and
broad and high. I often ~hink the college
means the point of view for all life. ''Opportunity is the na me of the college for
training character, for disciplining, enriching ,
instructing the intellect, for g iving to the passions of boyhpod the self-control of manhood,
for fostering high ideals, for purifying affections,
for making learning holy and holiness winsome,
for prompting the will to obedience to the
intimations of truth.
''The college can do far less for a man than it

can be a chance for the man to do for himself.
The college cannot make the student a scholar.
It cannot teach him to see straight and think
clear. Straight seeing and clear thinking are
arts, to be learned by doing. The college can
not cause him to become a friend to the masters
of the past or of the present. Friendship is not
a manufacture. The college can not stand over
him every moment with a reprimand of scorn
on her lips and a whip of wrath in her hand,
commanding him to form habits of accuracy
and thoroughness in his work; the college is
not the overseer of a gang of slaves, nor is it a
house of correction or a reformatory.
''The boy does fa r more for himself through
what the college is and offers than what the
college can do for him. The college boy, using
the books under wise guidance, makes himself
the great scholar. He comes into choice companionships and sweet friendships because he is
himself a choice companion and a good friend.
He is fond of Plato because he has a bit of the '
Platonic spirit in his own soul. He likes Plato
because he is like Plato. If he yields to base
temptations, heeding the solicitations of vanit)('
or of appetite, his subjection is proof that he
had in himself some kinship with the living
ghosts of evil. The ideals he follows are of his
own following; the work he does is his own
work, the struggles he makes are his own. The
habits he forms, h e forms himself. Examples
beheld, inspirations of words spoken constantly,
warnings made through failure, hope breathed
in noble success, are of no avail if his own
determination flag."
So it comes to pass that our birth, our life,
our youth, the wondc.rful world, the wonderful
age, and this intensified little world called
college and college life is but opportunity. Some
of us are here for the first time and have a
whole college course b efore us; some have
partially completed the work and that is past,
forever past. We all stand before a new year.
<fhe record is t o b e written. It will be w.hat
we make it. With what measure ye meet it
shall be measured to you again. You will get
what you give, measure for measure, pound for
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pound. Every hour of faithful toil in obscurity
means so much of triumph and mastery in the
hour of trial. If you give diligence, faithfulness, honesty, purity of thought and nobility of
purpose, these will all appear in the footing-up
of the year. To accomplish our purpose, we
must call into requisition the third great power
of the mind-the will. By this we must hold
ourselves to steadiness of purpose, hold to oneness of aim, till the work is done and we are
victors. We must do this or all is in vain.
Says the quaint old English poet, George
Herbert:
"Man is no star,
But a quick coal of mortal fire,
Who blows it not,
Nor doth control, the faint desire
Lets his own ashes choke his soul."

Our wills must be vigilant and strong; with
steadiness of aim and purpose, we must control
our faint desires, follow them secure their purposes and ends. The real joy of life comes
from the realization of ideals, the consciousness
of mastery and triumph. All feel some spiritual
and ideal good yet unattained. Longfellow
says:
"That even in savage bosoms
There are longings, yearnings, strivings
For the good they comprehend not;
That the feeble hands and helpless,
Groping blindly in the darkness
Touch God's right hand in that darkness
And are lifted up and strengthened."

There is little hope for him who is content
with present attainments. We should each and
all break through the rind, the bondage of the
present or realized self and attain to the future,
ideal self. We should reach forth and hold the
ideal against every counter interest of life. We
must lose the lower self that we may find the
higher self. The lower self must be sacrificed
to the higher self, this is the law of self-sacrifice.
''He that findeth his life shall lose it." After
all, every choice in life is a choice between
these two selves, the lower and the higher.
Here in these choices, in man's own subjective
kingdom, are fought the deci:;ive battles-the
Gettysburgs and Waterloos. Here is the sub-

lime, heroic, life-and-death struggle. Mastery
here gives supreme delight and a consciousness
of dignity and spiritual worth. Let each one
of us say to our souls, in the language of the
poet:
"Build thee more stately mansions, 0 my Soul,
As the swift seasons roll!
Leave thy low vaulted past!
Let each new temple, nobler than the last,
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,
Till thou at length art frPe,
Leaving thine outg, own shell by life's unresting sea!"

IS IT A PRACTICABLE IDEAL?
BY NOLAN RICE BEST,

'92.

The new student of this fall has doubtless
heard already a good deal about all-around
manhood." He wiil hear more. And surely
the ideal, as it is habitually put by college students, must sti"r the blood of any but a dullard.
It is a sorry soul that, hearing, is not moved
with a wish to realize something of the breadth
of life the conception implies. But a student
will not need to be very old in college experience before he discovers that after all there
are few of his schoolmates who in any wise approximate to the popular standard of ''allaround men., . If he should choose to inquire
of some of us who now have left of our college
days only the memory, he would find the majority confessing that though we thoroughly
admired the ideal, it was the illest success that
met our efforts to develop an aptitude corresponding to each feature of our surroundings, as
we thought we would like, or even ought, to do.
The fact is, I believe, that the notion of sphericity, in the shape collegians commonly idolize
it, is a long way beyond the possibilities of the
average student. It is only a man of peculiar
natural versatility who can really play football,
read Greek, and conduct prayer meeting with
equal adaptation. Speaking for the ordinary
fellow,-and generalizations about extraordinary persons are foolish,-it seems to me that
the prevalent college conception of the most
worthy climax of maniy development, must be
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modified in some particulars, or be stamped as
beautiful indeed, but impracticable.
This article is intended to suggest, specially
to the new student, a double change of viewpoint which the writer thinks will bring into
sight an all-around manhood practicable to the
most moderately endowed of us all. Let us,
first, learn to regard the rounding-out we desire
as a rounding-out of sympathies more essentially than of abilities. It is idle for anyone to
hope to acquire facility in every line of action
to which circumstances might direct his attention. It would do him no special good if he
could. Men succeed by concentration, not dissipation, of energies. "Gifts differing" is as
irrevocable and infrangible a law of intellect and
body as of spirit. A man is morally under obligation to spend himself c~iefly upon the culture of those powers that promise most for usefulness in the world. He has no right to fritter
his strength away miscellaneously.
But when you speak of broadening sympathies, you can mention no tm;te or bound to
their spreading tide. . It is nowadays the noble
privilege of every man to climb to a height
where he can say with a truer meaning than the
old Latin poet could put into the words:
"Nothing human is alien to me." Thence the
swift eye travels with interest regions that the
busy foot will never find time to turn aside
into.
To love all men; to rejoice with all,
and sorrow with all; to delight in all advancem ent, to take r>leasure in all goodness and truth,
and to cry courage to all who stand for uprightn ess and honor-these are marks of a truer
and broader manhood than any that can be expressed in material terms. And toward this
elevated plane of race-wide human interest the
shortest and straightest road sets out from the
college. Let the ne w student determine to
travel it. He can begin by cultivating a n enthusiasm-a straitly curbed enthusiasm if you
like, but an enthusiasm-for athletics, though
he knows he cannot sprint the hundred-yard
dash. He can encourage the oratorical association, though he has no hope of appearing in a
contest. He can work faithfully in a humble
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place on a Christian Association committee,
though he recognizes that he possesses no qualities of leadership that will introduce him into
the cabinet. He can give assistance in arranging
a college reception, though bashfulness and
awkwardness prevent his enjoying the gayeties
of the company. Of course, just so far as abilities serve, one will doubtless be eager to participate wherever his interest and enthusiasm go.
But it is a triumph of broadness, as well as of
unselfishness, when one reaches that standing
where intellectual and physical capacity set no
limit up0n sympathy. Such a man must realize
something of Paul's word to his brethren: ''All
things are yours." And this is an "all-aroundness" of character pos<>ible to us all.
More briefly I ..vould urge, as a second modification of the prevailing ideal, that new students eschew the notion that symmetry of development means prominence and pre-eminence.
Whoever holds to this idea sows for himself
both disappointment and defeat. He gets his
gaze fixed on a lure of deceit, and goes astray
from all that is worth striving after. It is the
curse of youth to be so prone to measure itself
by comparison with its immediate environruents,
satisfied only when its pinnacle overtops the
loftiest neighboring tower, but satisfied wholly
then. But excelling others is no part of character. It cannot truly be said to be a part of success. When a man finds himself anxious to do
better than another, and not simply anxious to
be better, he is already growing awry. He is
living in the eye of men, not in the eye of God.
He needs to force himself down into the darkneso, where he can work on his life-fabric soltly
for its own worth. Making the most ot your~tlf
is an end alone. Any ulterior object, save the
service of God and humanity, vitiates your ambition. Beware of laboring to become an allaround man in the expectation, or for the sake,
of shining.

The recent performance of the Phormio at
Harvard seems to have ~iven an impetus to the
Latin department.
It is proposed to invite
Archbishop Satolli to give an address in Latin.
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EULOGY - BENEDICT ARNOLD.

cern her, Arnold croesed the wilderness of Maine
to attack Quebec. The t oils and sufferings of
B Y J. C. B L ACKBU RN, '95.
th at journey have hardly a parallel in th e annals
No tombstone marks his grave; no marble of warfare. Now rowing th eir frail barks up the
shaft sacred to the memory of Benedict Arnold, rocky strea ms, now dragging the m over the
rears its proud summit into heaven 's blue d ome. mountain s ; in the mid st of rain and snow, with
The name once linked in honor with that of branch es of spruce as their only couches; the
Washington is now the synonym of ignominy only sounds which disturbed the monotony of
and shame. Across the pages of Ameri can the long nights, were the howl of the wolf and
history is written "Arnold, Arnold th e traitor." the cry of the panther. With war and maybe
The soldier as he departs for war, the child upon death ahead, th ey bravely marched on, for
its mother's lap is taught to look with horror Arnold led th e expedition. Not in the history
upon the name and character of Benedict Arn ld. of Cmsar, or Napoleon, not in the campaigns of
Arnold, Arnold, better had it been for thee to Hannibal a nd of Washington is there anything
have perished on the field of battle, than to have to compare in boldn ess and endurance with this
lived a life torn by vain suffering and remorse! expedition of Arnold . Though defeated and
He whom America has called an alien was wound ed, fre ezing a nd on the verge of star vaborn and reared in the colony of Connecticut. tion , yet through the mists of suffering and disUntaught by precept or example, his passions tress, shin e the ray t;; of manhood and h eroism.
were untrained as those of th e painted sa vage. In the years that followed th ere was no truer
In the lin eam ents of hi s countenan ce, in th e patriot or bra ver soldier th an Bertedict Arnold.
luster of · his :flashing eye, in th e sco rn of his H e sa w those beneath him raised a bove him;
proud lip one might read the ruling paPsion of he saw thof' e a bout him violate the first principles of justice, but hi s heart was ever his counthat life-it was prid e, unbending pride.
You may stop the bison in his mad career, or try 's shi eld, hi s s word h er defense. When deroll back the foa ming cataract, bu t s£ek n ot to fea t and disaster had fa llen heavily upon the
ar my of Was h in gto n, who opened a rift in the
curb or crush the pride of th e proud man!
A ruler by virtue of a bility, it migh t be sai G clouds of despair an d let in the ray s of hope ?
of Arnold as of another "that he p referred to T ru th mus t tell you Arnol.d . Wh en t he hordes
rule in h ell t han to serve in h ea ven ." P eace of Bri tish and Ind ians po u red dow n u pon our
and in action were th e on ly thi ngs he feared; nor thern bo undary, when St. Clair a nd Schuyler
failure was worse t han d ea th. War a nd strife were se n t reeling south ward, who stru ck the
were his n ativ e elem ents and in th em he reveled fi rst blow t hat turned back t he wil d wave of
with all the pleasure of the petrel i n th e pres- in vasion? History answers Arnold. Go with
ence of t he great storm ki ng.
me to the fieid of Saratoga. Liberty and u ni on
Wh en the ba t tle of L exington called forth the a re here balanced agains t sla very and death.
colonists to de fe nd home a nd libl'rty, t he so ul Sho u ld Bu rgoyn e succet d, the no blest pu rpose
of Arnold was thrilled with tha t patriotic zeal for wh ich man ere lived or di ed, will be fruswhich kindled all New England in a blaze. H e tra ted an d F reedom will spread h er wi ngs and
buckled on his country's sword and went fort h sail to fairer cli mes. The success of the Amerito fight h er ba ttles. Woe be to him who caused ca ns mean s the realiz ation of the drea llis and
Freedom 's sword to be sheathed in her own hopes of groaning agee. Th e eyes of Franca, of
vitals. With Arnold as leader Ticonderoga a nd the world are upon that battlefi eld . Deprived
Crown Point soon fell. From the St. Lawrence of his command, forbidden to fight within his
to Long I sland Sound, from Lake Champlain to guard ed tent, Arnold sta nd s. He sees his troops
the sea, the foreign foes and domesti c parri cides march p as t; wh en be fore did they go out to
found neither safety by day nor rest by ni ght. battle and h e not there? Neve r. H e h eara the
Then was conceived that campaign, which beating of the drum s, the shrill sound of the
none but patriots dare undertake, none but h e- trumpets, the rattling of mu sketry, the cannon's
roes could accomplish. Amid the snows of De- opening roar. Can it be that the fate of freedom
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is being decided; that his fri ends and follo wers take up the glad refrain "Amer ica, America is
are fighting and falling and Arnold not there ? free.''
A.rnold to who m the smoke of battle is as the
Arnold th e leader, Arnold th e hero, Arnold
hreath of in cense, and the ca nn on's roar the the pa lri ot, has established the cause of his
music of the spheres ? Bu t ha rk! a louder sh ock cou n try-ingratitude and calumny were his reof battle than before. The sou nds of com bat ward; h e ris ked his life in her beh alf, she
draw n earer. Hear that fierce shout of triumph! spurned him from her side; his headlong, reckThe British, the India ns are winning. S hall less valor had saved her on th e field of battle;
the patriot army thus be defeated? Not while she called him passionate. Oh, say not that the
an Arnold survives! (Were all the sentinels in hero of Saratoga is the traitor of West Point!
camp gathered around him, they could not The brave man is the true man, a nd who in the
detain him.) He breaks from the hands of the history of mankind ever excelled Benedict Arguard ; he escapes ; he is gone; be mounts his nold in bravery? Say, rather, in a moment of
black chargur. "Back Arn old " cries Arm strong. anger and madness, overcome by pride he yieldBut he bdter had spoke to the wind. See the ed; stung to the quick by insults and injuries,
black steed and the fearless maddened rider he reeled , he tottered, he feil from the lofty
dash where the bullets fly thickest. ''Oh heights of Saratop:a to the bottomless pit of
heaven," he mutters, ''death if thou wilt, but treachery and despair. By pride the angels fell.
victory." Hear the shout of his soldiers as they Arnold was only a man; he was subject to
see their beloved commander. "Onward to vic- human frailties.
tory" he cries. "Shall minion s of darkness and
But tell me not he was mercenary. The gold
tyranny conquer our patriots and freemen ? of Philip may have silenced the tongue of
Charge Livingstone! Mason and Wesson move Dernosthenes or Judas betrayed his ma~ter for
on! Let triumph and victory perch on our silver, but be who braved cold, hunger and
banners, else gi ve me a glorious death!" They death, for the sake of liberty never sold his
hear him; they obey him; they follow. Like native land for gain. Yes, Arnold fell. But
the mighty power of a thunderbolt, the resist- neither heart can conceive nor tongue can tell
less force of an avalanche, the unbroken line the agony of remorse he suffered for that one
rolls onward. U p to the British and Hessians, action. Though doomed to live and die in a
over them, through their line of battle, up to foreign land, his tenderest thoughts and recoltheir very fortifications. Thus moves Arnold lections clustered around the la'nd of his nativity.
along thA whole line of the battle, where the The exile stands on that far away shore and
cannon's roar is the loudest, where the harvest turns his wistful longing eyes back to the hills
of d eath is the thickest there is that black and dales of fair Connecticut. H e soes the
charger and his fearless madden ed rider; and down-trodden and oppressed, the outcasts of
wherever Arnold is present, shouting and lead- other lands fi nding in America a safe retreat;
ing and fighting, the British and Hessians give and he turns his ear to bear the welcome voice
way to him, the lines of the Americans advance. of pardon sound across the waves. But alas l no
The British commander has fallen, his soldiers voice is heard. Thus waiting and watching, the
fly in confusion. Ere d arkn esfl shrouds that years come and go, the flashing eye grows dim,
field of combat the stars and stripes floa t over · the proud form is bent with age; Arnold totters
the Bri ti8h fortifi cation s.
on the brink of the grave. Oh, America! AmerAs tha t ba nner, decked with the ge ms of ica! hast thou a smile of welcom e for all the chilnight, arose grand a nd glorious out of the smoke dren or men and none for thine own erring son?
and confusion of battl e, the human heart heaves Must the ;!;ray hairs of him who gave the':l freea sigh of relief; Fra nce extends her maiden dom go down in sorrow to a foreign grave?
palm across the sea to help support that standTruly mercy, nay justice-is a jewel not
ard; from the lips of th e ilons of A merica Lrea ks found in the minds of men. The an gel of
fo r th a song o f tha nksgiving an d j oy, an d t he death d raws near; but Arnold h as met him unangels standi ng on the battlements of h eaven moved on a hundred battlefields and he'll not
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shrink to meet him now. In fancy he is again
on the field of Saratoga. Again he sees his
troops march past, he hears the sound of strife,
he breaks away from his guard. Hear thou Cynic! hear the dying man feebly cheer his soldiers
) on to victory. Charge Livingston~! Mason and
Wesson move on! Let us have victory and freedom, or give me an honorable death!
Arnold the soldier, Arnold the hero, Arnold
the patriot, convicted of treason by sinful men
has taken his appeal to the throne of Eternal
Justice.
Y. W. C. A. NOTES.

Many faces are missed ..and tenderly remembP-red. Many new ones are with ue, and gladly
do we welcome them and hope that the Association may prov e of af? great benefit to them as it
has to others.
A cabinet meeting was held at the home of
the president, Miss Ada Lewis, on the evening
of Sept. 10. All the m"mbers were present, and
a great deal of inspiration was received from the
excellent account of the -Lake Geneva Summer
School as given by Miss Edith Turner.
The firflt gospel meeting of the year was an
auspicious one, and if it is an index of the Y.
W. C. A. work for the y~ar, we may expect a
much greater benefit to arise from our meetings
this year than heretofore. A deep spirit of earnestness and entire consecration pervaded the
entire meeting. The subject, "What Has Christ
Dune for Me?'' a very personal one, was well
commented upon by the leader, Miss Ada Lewis.
THEY. rl. C. A. WORK.

The Association work of the year was opened
on the evening of Sept. 6, that being the date of
its first regular meeting. W. B. Gantz, '95, was
leaC.er and gave a short, but impressive talk on
the subject, "Our Besetting Sins," setting forth
the importance of college men guarding with
scrupulous care the inner, the heart life; and
· that unless this be done, no student can hope to
attain a symmetrical development of his manhood physically, mentally, spiritually.
The outlook for the Association work of the
year is most promising indeed ; at the first op-

portunity given for uniting with the Association,
twenty names were proposed and received. It
iH pleasing to note the interest taken in the work
both by members and non-members. If the
opening of the work is an indication of the
year's work, we shall certainly see gratifying
results from our efforts to bel p the boys of
Otterbein.
On S<iturday evening, Septem bPr 8th, the
Young Men's and Young Women's Associations
gave a joint reception to the students in the
literary society balls of the U ni versi ty . It was
an evening enjoyed by all present. A card having on its face the name of the bearer was pinntd
on eaeh person, and the evening was spent very
pleasantly by old arquaintances being renewed
and new ones formed. A short program was
rendered. The music was furnished by Miss
Rike and F. J. Resler. Prof. W . J. Zuck gave
an address which was pleasing both in matter
and manner of delivery; his words were appropriate to the occasio'l, ern phasizing, especially,
the friendship among college ·students and the
importance of placing thHmselvea under the
direct influence of the As~;ociation work. The
professor's ideal of a college student is certainly
a lofty one and might well elicit the aspirations
of every st.udent of Otterbein.
LOCALS.

A. C. Flick, '94, will attend Columbia College
this year.

J. A. Barnes wit! pursue a four years' course
in theology _at Princeton.
J. A. Shoemaker, '94, is reading law with a
leading law firm of Pittsburg.
W. V. Thrush, '94, is attending Lane Theological Seminary, at Cincinnati.
Dick Kumler, of class '94, arrived in Westerville on the 15th and spent a week visiting
friend!?.
Walter Gump and John MillPr, of Dayton,
are among the new students who have entered
this year.
Miss Lenore Good spent the greater portion of
the summer viaiting relatives at Trenton, 0., her
old home.
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M. B. Fanning entertained a few of thA mem·
bers of the class of '94 with a dinner at the hotel
on the lOth.

Messrs. R. A. · Longman, 0. Shank, C. A.
Funkhouser, and E. B_arnard spent the summer
in Pennsylvania.

I. L 0 tkes and wife, '94, are residing in Dayton, 0., where Mr. Oakes is attending Union
Biblical Seminary.

. Paul Good is not in college this term, being
engaged iu taking care of his invalid grandfather, at Trenton.

Miss EdDith Crippen, ex-'98, is not in college
this fall, owing to her health having been poor
dur ng the summer.

Dr. Garst spent the first few days of the term
at Germantown, 0., attending the sessions of the
Miami Anllual Conference.

Mr. Ezra Anderson. of D.tyton, 0, has entered
for the year. His brother Frank will travel this
year for a sehool book house.
Fred Mim•hall, class '95. is in Denver, Colorado, teaching school. He expects to return at
the beginning of the winter term, and graduate
with his clas~ in June.
Bishop Hott was in Westerville TueFdav,
· Sept 11, and at ehapel conducted the services
and gave an interesting address, which was enthusiastically received.
TheY. M. C. A. opens the year's work under
?romising circumstances, and everything betokens a good year's work. The attendance at
all the meetings thus far has been excellent.
A number of our boys attended the State Fair
and the in ter-collrgiate football games at Columbus on the 6th, 7th and 8th inst. "CmRar"
Garst refereed the Witten berg-0. S. U. football
game.
Miss Verna Fowler, of Mt. Vernon, 0, visited
friAnds here at the beginning of the t erm. She
wili n"t be in college this year, hut will pursue
her studies privately, preparatory to going to a
Boston ladies' school next year.
A nAw and popular feature has bAen introduced into the Christian Association building. One of . the committee rooms has been
designated as the "Trophy Room," and anumber of the baseballs and footbaliEl won in match
games, togethPr with photographs of old baseba.ll and football playero and managers, placed
therein. The pennant won in '92, in the Athletic League of Ohio Colleges con teats is hung on
the wall, together with the cardinal and tan
banner presented by the ladies to the Athletic
Association.

Frank Resler, '92, left Tuesday, the 25th, for
Chicago. for a two years' course in vocal music
under an eminent teacher;
Lloyd Thomas, the efficient hnd popular
pitcher of the '94 baseball team, spent a few
days here at the beginning of the term.
Mr.. and Mrs. A. T. Howard, '94, arrived in
Westerville on Sunday morning, the 9th in st.,
and remained until Monday noon. "Central''
and his wife received an enthusiastic reception.
"Cmsar" Garst and Marshal B. Fanning, '94,
left Thursday evening, Sept. 13, for Harvard,
where they will pursue their studies further.
They enter the senior class and will be graduated
next June.
The orchestra which leads the music at chapel
is makmg a very creditable showing, consid.ering the fact that they have played together for
so short a time. The ruem bers are: Messrs. W.
A. Gantz, John Miller, Walter Gump, Jesse
Gilbert, and Frank Clemens. Steve Markley
wields the baton.
Prof. Allen Gilbert, Ph. D., of Yale College,
arrived on the 17th and Flpen t several days visiting his brother Jesse and renewing old acq uaintances about town. On Wednesday morning he
conducted the chapel exercises and made a very
interesting talk afterwards. Prof. Gilbert is a
graduate of class '89.
On Monday morning, Sept. lO, a number of
class '94 appeared at chapel in their caps and
gowns and occupied their old seats. Among
them were Mr. and Mrs. Howa,~:d, M. B. Fanning, Geo. D. Needy, T. H. Bradrick, jr., W. A.
Garst, J. A. Barnes and Miss Cornell. At the
close of the exercises the chapel r~sounded for
the last time with the "rah! rah! rah !" of the
'94 class yell.
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D<tl Davis spent several days at home on
business.
Prof. Wagoner was unable to meet his cla!:lses
for a short time on account of sickness. ,
The pleasant countenance of J. C. Blackburn
is again seen among us. The "Senator" has
been studying law during his absence.
George Fr~tncis, who has been in Califorrda
during \he past year, is now in school for the
purpose.q_f completing his college course.
The University of Virginia has a representative in Otterbein this year inthe peraon of Mr.
Frankum. Mr. Frankum will enter the sophomore Class.
.
The Davis Conservatory of Music started ofi
with a large number of new pupils under the
efficient management of the new musical committee, Messrs. E . Ressler, Ed. Weinland, and
Judge Shauck. Prof. Ebeling, of Columbus, has
charge of the piano and violin teaching, and
Miss Susan K. Rike, of Dayton, who has studied
under eminent artists both in this country and
in Europe, has charge of the voice cult ure.

S. C. Swartzel, class :'94, visited friends in
town recently.
Prof. Zuck spent Sunday, the' 23d, in Pennsylvania, where he attended the closing sessions of
his home ~ cunlerence.
Hezekiah Pyle, class '94, stopped over to renew
old acquaintances, while on his way to enter
Yale Divinity School. He left us on the evening
of the 25th inst.
The football team have been vigorously exercising for the past few days, and are getting
down to good work. The prospects are fairly
good for a good team.
Walter Kline, class '94, while on his way to
Columbia College, stopped to take a final farewell of Otterbein. Mr. Kline will take postgraduate work at Columbia.
S. R . Seese, after an absense of a year, bas resumed his work in school. Mr. Seese has been
engaged in the active ministry during the year.
He will make the forty-eighth member in the
Freshman class.

RIDENOUR & MORGAN,
Leading Men's Hatters
and Outfitters.
So1e Agents KNOX WORLD--RENOWNED HATS.
New Goods of Latest Designs.

167 N. High Street,

(Special Rates to Students.)

CoLUMBUS, OHIO.
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M-ALCOLM McDONALD & CO.,
FASHIONABLE HATTERS.
All the latest styles in Stiff, Soft and Silk Hats. NOVEL TIES FOR YOUNG MEN.
The best Hat made for the money.
·
~ UMBRELLA_S

MORTAR-BOARD CAPS
At Reduced Rates to Students.

67 S . H igh St. , O pp.

~tate

AND

GLOVES. ~

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

House,

DAVIS & DOUG LAS, W ester ville, 0 ., SOLE AGENTS .

..I

REED & CO.,
SlilliPIJE liN D Flfl NC¥

Groceries,
North State Street,

Westerville, Ohio..

10 per cent. Discount to Students!

W hen You Want
F INE ·PHOTOGRA PH S go to

STUDENT S OF OTTERBEIN UNI VERSITY I

You are respectfully invited to visit our parlors when in Columbus, and if you desire anything in the clothing line, to
inspect our large assortment. Custom tailors' misfitted and
uncalled-for garments we sell at half price. A fit guaranteed.
Only t he latest and nobbiest clothing shown. SU ITS AND
OVERCOATS, $10 to $35. TROUSERS,$2.50 to $8. FULL DRESS
SUITS A SPECIALTY.
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Tbe Pfeifer & Mulligan 11ros. Art gallery,
262 and 264 Sout h Hig h Str eet,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Goods Kept in Repair One Year F r ee of Cha r ge.
Open every evening until 8:30, except Saturday until 11 :00.
COLUMBUS,

OHIO .

~@"' WESTERV ILLE

Washburn Guitars and Mandolins,
Sheet Music, Music Books, Strings fo r all instruments, and
General Musical Merchandise at

BRANCH OPEN EVERY THURSDAY.

KOCH'S MUSIC STORE,

1 10 S. H ig h S t ., thre e doors so u th of Sta t e St., Columbus, Oh io.
Catalogu e of 4,ooo pi eces of Ioc mus ic for the asking:~
- ----
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STUDENTS~

Cleveland,
Akron and
Columbus

Save Money
bybuyingyour COAL

RAILWAY

of .

D. H. Seneff,

SCHEDULE.

l.N EFFECT MAY 130, 1894

Agent for Blue Elevato r.
See him and get prices.

SOUTH BOUND

Central Time.

0. BEAVER_,

The State Street Butcher
Keeps co nstantly on
hand all kinds of

---.4 FRESH BEEF. k._
Customers Receive Polite and Prompt Attentirn.
WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

I2
J ::, I::
A

Cleveland .••: .Lv ''8 40 ''8 00
l!:ucl!d Ave_______ 8 52 8 11
Newburg __ ______ 9 04 8 29
Hudson__________ 9 4!1 9 1~
Cuyahoga Falls
9 55 9 30
{ A r 10 03 9 40
A.kron ------ Lv 10 07 L 9 45
Barberton-------- 10 22 10 01
Warwic k-- -- ----- 10 36 10 16
{ Ar 10 53 10 35
Orrvl,le ----- Lv 10 58 10 42
Holme•ville ____________ Ill 12
Mlllersburg_______ 11 35 11 22
Killbnek _____ .. 11 48 11 35
Brink Raven ..... ______ 11 59
Danville--------- ______ fl2 14
Gambler __ _____ __ 12 32 12 2~
Ar 12 40 12 31
lilt,Vernon-- { Lv 1. 1 00 L12 42
MI. Liber ty ______ _ -- ---------Centerburg_______ 1 25 1 l"l
Sunbury -- ------ . ------ f 1 X3
Galena __________ _ · --- -- f1 36
11\'ester vil •e ....... I 5• 1 57
Columbus ..... Ar ''215 ''2 15
PMAM
Cincinnati. ......

P 4M

__!_

f12 45 t a 25 __ __
12 57 3 40 ____ _
1 12 3 55 A M
1 55 4 35 t5 35
2 10 4 50 5 53
2 18 5 00 6 03
2 2a 1. 5 05 J.b 08
2 37 5 21 6 24
2 5l 5 36 6 32
3 15 5 55 6 55
3 22 Ar 117 10
3 52
7 42
4 03
7 52
4 16
8 07
4 41 - - 8 38
4 5! 10
8 49
5 10-9 09
5 22 A M 9 22
115 27 f 6 30 9 27
5 45 61i0 9 45
5 54 6 58 9 54
6 13 7 22 10 ,9
7 16 1.1 23
6 29 7 37 IV 36
t6 55 ''8 05 J11 00
P MAMAM

~ ~--,--,-

NORTH BOUND

Central Time.

3
27
35
9
7
AM P M A ~I p M
p ~
Cincinnati .. _____ '''8 00 '''8 00 ------ ---- - - · ----
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-- -- - - -

-

Noon Night AM p M p M
Columbus _.... Lv ''12 10 '''11 55 t 6 w t12 30 t 4 ao
Westerville ______ _ tJ2 30 12 20 6 25 12 ~7 4 57
Galena ___________
fl2 32 6 <8 111 5 10
------ 11236
6 42 1 16 5 15
3unbury --------Centerburg -- ---- tJ2 57 12 54 7 05 1 41\ 5 35
Mt. o.ibe rty ______
7
13 1 56 5 45
f 1 02
Ar 1 17 1 20 7 28 2 15 6 00
lilt. VerRon.. { Lv
L 1 22 L 1 30 L 7 ~3 Ar 116 20
Gamble r--------- 1 32 . 1 42 7 44
6 33
6 49
Danville--------- ------ f 2 01 7 58
Brink Haven __ ___ ------ 2 10 8 05
6 59
Killbu ck __ ______ _
: 12 2 42 8 33
7 aa
Millersburg ______ 2 22 2 54 8 i fi
7 45
5
Holmesville ______
r a 05 8 56 - - 7 55
9
27
8
2
55
3
40
AM
28
Orrville ____ _{ t~
3 00 400 9 S2 t7 15 8 38
Warwick-- ------ - 3 18 4 ~6 <j 51 7 34 9 01
Barberton
3 32 4 49 10 08 7 52 9 18
3 45 5 05 10 25 8 09 9 35
A.kron
3 50 L 5 20 LlO 30 8 14 9 40
Cuyahoga Fall• __ 4 02 5 34 10 42 8 27 9 50
Hudson -- -- ------ 4 15 5 50 10 55 8 45 10 05
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l!:nclld A ve : : : ::-- 5 01 6 46 11 43 9 38 Ar.
meveland ..... Ar ''5 1~ '''7 00 tll 55 t 9 50
p M
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------
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• Runs Daily.

tDally except Sunday. f Fhlg Stop

I Meals. L Lunch .

_.Whe re no time is given trains do n ot stop.
J'or any Information addre!ll!

CHAS. H . ROCKWELL,
Gen'l P8.118. A~t' t, CLEVELAND, 0,
L. RUSH BROCKENBROUGH,
Traffic Manager.
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M. H. ·sTEWART.

E. S. BARNARD.

BARNARD & STEW ART,

Clothiers, Tailors, Hatters
And Gents' Furnishers .
....._ _ GO TO THEM FOR _ __
Neckties,
Handkerchiefs,
Shirts,
Underwear,

Hats,
Caps,
Collars,
Cuffs,

Hose,
Umbrellas,
Canes,
Clothing.

--UPSTAIRS IN nARKLEY BUILDING.
Open from

10

a. m. to

11

a. m., and from

12:30

p.m. to

2

p. m.

REST AU RANT.
Hot Meals and Lunch served at all hours.

OYSTERS in all styles.
THE BEST OF SOFT DRINKS ALWAYS ON HAND.

W. D. WILLIAnS, Proprietor,
WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

Corner State and Home Streets,

WA~D

B~OrrtHE~S,

General Steamship Agents and Railroad Ticket Brokers.
Tourist Tickets to and from all parts of the world. Lowest Rates.
272 NORTH

Clinton Block,

HIGH STREET,

Columbus, Ohio.

ESTABLISHED. 1875.

I
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5~w~ ··
APPLIED

SCIL~CL
CLE.Vf.LAND,OIIIO.

lOll-,.--,---'

Case School of Applied Science,
CLEVELAND~

OHIO.

This Scientific School offers thorough training in the following regular courses:

Civil Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering,
Electrical Engineering,
Mining Engineering,
v. Physics,
VI. Chemistry,
Vlt Architecture,
VIII. General Science.

I.
II.
Ill.
IV.

\( /)

•If\\

The courses of study are thoroughly practical, and special attention is paid to
work in . the field , shops and laboratories.

Graduates of Classical Colleges,

who have improved their opportunities
in Mathema t ics a nd Physical Science

can usually complete one of the regular courses in two years.
For Catalogues, or for special information address

CADY STALEY, President,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

All Popular Patent fledicines, Stationery, Fine Cigars, &c.
Physicians' Prescriptions Carefully Compounded.

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

Cor. State St. and College Ave.,
o<J HEADQUARTERS FORD»

Z. L. WHITE & CO.,

CARPETS, CURTAINS,

11Fy ;oods,

1

Draperies and Rugs.
Estimates furnished for Public Buildings,
Private Residences, and Institutions.
102

34, 36 & 38 NORTH HIGH ST.,

COLUMBUS,

Wholesalers.

OHIO .

COLUMBUS, 0.

Cataracts, Scars or Films
NEW EYE'S AllSUHllED.
Our home
all
treatment ()U Jl BS lJisearScU :Eres or Lids when
ot !tc:·:; f:ti1 . '""'1£mn1:-'" ' " Cll'tYillcPd. P a.tnphh·t free.
~ol0.1sK. At.lt.lrcss l ' u....;; ..&...i~,l.i lcu s .l!u.lu:s,.N. Y.

Retailers.

Students' Headquarters
-AT-

J. W. MARKLEY'S

~

and ro4 N. High St.,

Depo.Tlrnenl

~Grocery.-

Time
.Stmndawd Bicycne
of ltlhle w ownd9
graceful, light, and strong, this protluct
of the oldest bicycle establishment in
America still retains its place at the
h ead. Always well up to the times or
a little in advance, its well-deserved and
ever increasing popularity is a source of
pride and gratification to its makers.
To ride a bicycle and not to ride a
Columbia is to fall short ot the fullest
enjoyment of a noble sport.

JP>I())pe Mlfg. Cl{)). 9
Bl{)).stm19 New Ym·lk9
Cll1ilcagl{))9 !Hlartlfm·d.
A beautiful illustrated catalogue free
at any Columbia agency, or mailed for
two t wo-cent stamps.

Agents for the Best Laundry in Central Ohio.

~.

F'i'NE. . . TA·I·t:o.Ri'No. . . ' U. B. PUBLISHINC HOPSE,
I

~

11111111111111111111

.. .......................................... .

W. J. SHUEY, Agent,

DAVIS & DOUGLAS,

DAYTON, OHIO.

AGENTS,

~lobe

!ailoFing Go.

STUDENTS will find a full line of

Text= Books,
Reference Books and
~tandard Works of ~eneml Litemtu e

MORRISON'S BOOK STORE,
Westerville, Ohio,

State St.,

Successors to n. B. FANNING.

Constantly in Stock.

. " first-class work, prompt deliv.ery, and
an effort to please" is at o ur end o f it;
knowing a GOOD THING when you see
it is at the other.

The New Fall Samples
IN Overcoatings
ANo Suitings.

SPECIAL PRICES ON BOOKS FOR LIBRARIES.

portray the

Send for prices ~n the

correct things

InlernoJionoJ Bibles,

We are also handling the latest styles in Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery, Underwear, Handkerchiefs, Suspenders, Shirts,
Nig ht Robes, Umbrellas, Notions, &c.
PATRONAGE solicited.

FINE PRINTING,
BINDING, AND ELECTROTYPING.

SATISFACTION guaranteed.

ltudent~'Ti~~k ltore ,fhe lvenue iaFlors
II

Has in stock at all times a full stock of

Fancy
Stationery,

Books,
Albums,

I

Toilet Sets, Pens, Pencils, Ink,

FOR FINE

Ice Cream,
Ice Cream Soda,
Lemonade, &c., &c.

FINE DOUBLE PARLORS UPSTAIRS.
EVERYTHING NEAT AND CLEAN. _ _ __

OAnES, ALL KINOS,

I
I

And in fact anything a student wants, whether fo r study or
amtisement.
·
We order all o ur College Text-Books under direction of
the pro fessors, therefo re we always have the right book and
the proper editio n.

~Special Attention Given to Catering
~for Banquets, Parties, &c.

Examine o ur prices before purchasing elsewhere.

J. R. WIILLIAMS,

J. L. riORRISON,
VV eyant B lock,

Westerville, 0 .
BUCKEYE PRINTING

W. College Ave.,

Co., PRINTERS, Westerville, Ohio.

WESTERVILLE, 0.

